THE AUSTRALIAN VINTAGE

AVIATION SOCIETY

Explore The Australian Vintage Aviation Society Museum,
bringing to life the aircraft from the first 30 years of aviation.

VIP Aviation Experience
As part of our all-new VIP Aviation tour, you can experience what it was like to sit in
the cockpit of the World’s most recognisable aircraft, the Fokker Dr.I Triplane, made
famous by the WWI pilot, the Red Barron. Learn all about the infamous Red Baron
and the Australian who actually shot him down!
Complete the experience by donning a flying jacket and goggles and enjoy the
opportunity to have your photo taken by friends or family or one of our friendly team
whilst in the cockpit. As the only flying replica of this aircraft in Australia, this is an
opportunity not to be missed!

$87

Our 1.5 hour VIP Aviation Experience is a fully guided tour of The Australian Vintage
Aviation Society Museum in Caboolture, which brings to life aircraft from the first 30
years of aviation history.
Learn all about Australia’s only one-legged fighter ace and see the aircraft type he
flew, as well as hearing stories of all of the Australians that became aces during WWI.
Our guides are all experienced pilots with a great knowledge of the history and
mechanics of the aircraft on display.

(6-17yrs)

$42

The tour concludes with complimentary tea, coffee / cold drinks and nibbles and the
opportunity to ask questions.

GROUP TOUR
Are you an aviation enthusiast? Do you have a desire to learn more about
Australia’s WWI aviation history?
Our group packages are perfect for those looking to explore the museum with
the assistance of our qualified guides. TAVAS is only museum in Australia that
concentrates solely on the first 30 years of powered flight - and houses the only
collection of flying WWI type aircraft in this country.
Hear the stories and see the aircraft of some of Australia’s WWI flying aces.
Get up close to a 100% accurate reproduction of the first ever-true fighter aircraft,
one of only two in the world.
Our 1.5 hour group tours are by prior arrangement only and include tea,
coffee, cold drinks and nibbles on conclusion of the tour.
Min: 10 participants.

$19
$16
$12

Museum open Wednesday to Sunday
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